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Abstract
Bitcoin is a well known virtual currency, or cryptocurrency. It was created by a group
of people using the name Satoshi Nakamoto in 2008. Currently, many people are utilizing Bitcoin for personal gains and transactions. To keep transactions secure requires
techniques from modern cryptography. In this paper, we explain certain aspects of the
cryptography of Bitcoin. We are going to discuss two components of the cryptography
of Bitcoin—hash functions and signatures. We will describe what the hash function
and signature are, give some examples of hash functions, and discuss certain criteria
that good hash functions should satisfy.

1

Introduction

Bitcoin, often described as a virtual currency or a cryptocurrency, has been devised for
anonymous payments made entirely independently of governments and banks. It is a decentralized digital currency without a central bank that can be sent from user to user on the
peer-to-peer bitcoin network without the need for intermediaries.
Bitcoin was invented by an unknown person or a group of people using the name Satoshi
Nakamoto in 2008. In the same year, a link to a paper authored by Satoshi Nakamoto was
posted to a cryptography mailing list. The paper introduced details of methods of using
a peer-to-peer network to describe a “system for electronic transaction without relying on
trust”[1]. The Bitcoin network was created in 2009, and Satoshi Nakamoto mined the first
block of the chain, which we call the genesis block.
Next, I will introduce the notion of digital signatures, which are used in Bitcoin to provide
a proof that user owns the private key without having to reveal it. The digital signature,
additionally, makes sure that a transaction cannot be modified by anyone after it is signed.
1
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Also, private key and public key are two significant components of the signature. I will
explain what are private key and public key and how they are used in Bitcoin system.
Thirdly, I am going to focus on the other component of the cryptography of Bitcoin – hash
functions. I will describe what the hash function is. Basically, hash function is used to
generate fixed-length output data that acts as a short end reference to the original data.
Finally, I give four examples of hash functions which are Modulo 10, The Middle-Square
Method, ASCII and MD5 and discuss whether the hash functions satisfy the five properties.

2

Digital Signatures

A Bitcoin digital signature and its verification is one of the main key secrets behind the
Bitcoin protocol. It allows non–repudiation as it means the person who sent the message
had to be in possession of the private key and so therefore owns the Bitcoins. Anyone on
the network can verify the transaction as a result. When we open a new account in Bitcoin,
we will receive a public key and a private key. A private key is a secret, picked at random
and alphanumeric number use to send your Bitcoins to another Bitcoin users.[2] Ownership
and control over the private key is the root of user control over all funds associated with
the corresponding bitcoin address. The private key is used to create signatures that are
required to spend Bitcoin by proving ownership of funds used in a transaction. This allows
anybody to verify your signature as long as they have your public key. The public key is a
cryptographic code that allows users to receive cryptocurrencies into their account. Public
key contains a string of random letters and numbers, usually generated from the private key.
In bitcoin system, anyone in the Bitcoin system can know each others public key to send the
Bitcoins. To send those Bitcoins, you would require your private key for which you need to
take full responsibility, just like the keys of the mailbox People who own a Bitcoin account
need to keep the private key secret. You can save it on your computer, write it down on
paper, whatever you think is safe. Once the private key is known by others, you may lose
your identification information and Bitcoin funds. Also, if someone makes a deal with others,
the deal is nonrefundable unless they are willing to return it to you.
For example, if Cameron has 10 bitcoins in his account and he wants to sell it to Robert,
when he making this deal in Bitcoin system, every Bitcoin’s owner will know Cameron is
transferring 10 Bitcoins to Robert. At that time, if some other owners want to verify this
deal is made by Cameron, they can use Cameron’s public key to verify this deal whether the
public key and private key are matching or not.

3

Hash Function

Cryptographic hash functions are efficiently computable functions that shrink a long input
into a shorter output while achieving some of the useful security properties of a random
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function [3]. The most common type of such hash functions is collision resistant hash functions (CRH), which prevent an efficient attacker from finding a pair of inputs on which the
function has the same output.

3.1

Collision resistance

Collision resistance is a property of cryptography hash functions: a hash function H is
collisionresistant if it is hard to find two inputs that hash to the same output; that is, two
inputs x and y such that x 6= y but H(x) = H(y).
We give an example to show why collision resistance is important for security. Suppose we
have an important file that we need to save in iCloud. when you upload the file, you can
calculate to get a hash value H(x). When you need the file and download, you can calculate
by getting another hash value H(y), if H(x) = H(y) this means probably no one changed
your file. If H(x) 6= H(y) this means someone changed your file.

3.2

Hiding

A hash function H is said to be hiding if when a secret value r is chosen from a probability
distribution that has high min-entropy (“High min-entropy” means that the distribution is
“very spread out”, so that no particular value is chosen with more than negligible probability)
[6]. then, given H(r), it is infeasible to find r.
For example, if Robert says that he can predict the stock market is going up or down on
the next day, the best way to verify if his prediction is wrong or right is to compare his
predicted value when the stock market opens on the next day. But a problem can affect his
predicted accuracy, he can not tell anyone the predict value before the stock market opened
on the next day, because if he says the predicted value before the stock market opens, there
must have some rival companies try to lower the stock market by some means. Therefore,
to avoid this situation, Robert can hash his predict value to get a hash value and tell anyone
the predict hash value, because of the properties of collision resistance, it is hard to find two
input that hash to get the same output, because of the properties of hiding, it is hard to go
back find his predict value by hash vale. Hence, that is a example of hiding used in our real
life.

3.3

Additional Hash Function Properties

We also described five properties to determine a good hash function.
1. Efficiently computable. It should be quick to evaluate the hash function.
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2. The hash value is fully determined by the data being hashed. If something else besides
the input data is used to determine the hash, then the hash value is not as dependent
upon the input data.
3. The hash function uses all the input data. If the hash function doesn’t use all the input
data, then slight variations to the input data would cause an inappropriate number of
similar hash values, resulting in too many collisions.
4. The hash function ‘uniformly’ distributes the data across the entire set of possible hash
value. If the hash function does not uniformly distribute the data across the entire set
of possible hash values, a large number of collisions will result.
5. The hash function generates very different hash value for similar strings. In real world
applications, many data sets contain very similar data elements.

4

Four examples of hash function

We analysis four examples of Hash functions which are Reduction Modulo10, The MiddleSquare Method, a hash function based on ASCII and MD5. we determine whether the hash
functions are good according to the five principles listed at section 3.3 and what are the
mathematics tools used in those examples.

4.1

Reduction Modulo 10

Reduction Module 10 is A basic algorithm for Reduction modulo 10 is no matter how many
inputs we have, we will only choose the last digit as the hash value. For example:

1112 → 2
14313 → 3
4857 → 7
Reduction Modulo 10 should satisfy properties 1,2 and 4. For property 1, since we know all
we need to do is looking at the last digit, we can generate the hash value very fast. Also,
We can not find something else beside the input data is used to determine the hash vale.
Therefore, property 2 should be satisfied. For property 3, if we have 100 inputs data form
0 to 100. We know 1 is the output of Reduction Modulo 10 if and only if the input data
are 1,11,21,31,41,51,61,71,81 and 91. We can easily calculate there are 10 different inputs
can generate the same output – 1. Similarly, there will be 10 different inputs can generate
the output is 0,2... or 9. Hence, they all appear 10 times, which means the hash function
‘uniformly’ distributes the data across the entire set of possible hash value. Reduction
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Modulo 10 should not satisfy property 3 because we can ignore the number before the last
digit. we only choose the last digit as output. Therefore, it is not every bit of data from
the input is used in determining the output. Property 5 also not be satisfied, because we
know that the input of 1112 and 1122 are similar, but the hash value of those two inputs are
the same (it is 2). In conclusion, the example does not satisfy the properties 3 and 5, the
modulo 10 is not a good hash function.

4.2

The Middle-Square Method

The Mid-Square Method is to square a input number p and choose the middle number of
the p2 as the output. If p · p is an odd number, we will choose the middle number directly,
if the p · p is an even number, we will modulo 10 by the even number . For example:
11 · 11 → 121 → 2
4567 · 4567 → 20857489 → 57 (mod 10) → 7

From the example, the Middle-Square Method satisfy the property 1 because it is very quick
to get output by using our calculator. The Middle-Square Method also satisfy the property 2,
since there is no data beside the input data is used to determine the hash vale. For property
5, if we have two inputs which are 72222 and 22222. The look very similar because they only
have one digit number different. If we calculate those output 72222 · 72222 = 5216017284
and 22222 · 22222 = 493817284, we know they have same output which is 1. Hence, the
Middle-Square Method does not satisfy the property 5.

4.3

ASCII

American Standard Code for Information Interchange, is a character encoding standard for
electronic communication. ASCII codes represent text in computers, telecommunications
equipment, and other devices. [5] Most modern character-encoding schemes are based on
ASCII, although they support many additional characters. Below is a table for ASCII
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1

ASCII (2017)
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As the table shows above, we know that every symbol, number and letter can be represented
by binary numbers. The algorithm of ASCII is to add the binary numbers corresponding
to each number, letter or symbol. For example, the letter a can be represented by binary
number 01000001, the letter p can be represented by binary number 01010000. If we have
an input ‘apple’, the hash value of ‘apple’ should be adding each letter’s binary number
together. Therefore, the output should be equal to 101110010.

01000001
+01010000
+01010000
+01001100
+01000101
= 101110010

From the example above, we know that if we have a long term input such as “appleappleappleapple”, the hash value of “appleappleappleapple” will be a long digit output. It
is a paradox of the definition of hash function that the hash value should be a fixed–size.
Hence, to avoid this situation, we will use a algorithm which is called XOR. XOR is a logical
operator whose output is true when either of two inputs are true but not both [4]. When we
use XOR algorithm the value of 1 + 1 will be 0. Therefore, as long as we use XOR algorithm
to add binary numbers, the output will always be a fixed size which is 8 bits.

From the example, we can use five properties to determine the hash function is bad or
not. Properties 1 says that the hash function is efficiently computable, we can certainly
the example satisfy it, because no matter how long the input is, the output will always
be 8 digits. In accordance with property 2 says the hash value is fully determined by the
data being hashed. Since we can not find something else besides the input data is used
to determine the hash value. Thus, ASCII does satisfy the properties 2. According to the
properties 3 says that the hash function uses all the input data. As we know if we do not
use all the input data, when we change a little of input data, the hash value will be the
same. for example, 11000011 + 10100011 = 01100000 and 11000010 + 10100010 = 011000000
have the same output even they only have one different digit input. Therefore, ASCII does
not satisfy properties 3. Properties 4 says that the hash function ‘uniformly’ distributes the
data across the entire set of possible hash value. Since all the output consist of 1 and 0,
the output will uniformly distributes on the set of possible hash value. Thus, ASCII satisfy
properties 4. From the properties 5 says that the hash function generates very different hash
value for similar strings. We can also find a example to prove that ASCII does not satisfy
the properties. For example, 10110101 + 10100011 = 00010110 and 00111001 + 00101111 =
00010110 have the same output, but they have totally different input. Therefore, ASCII does
not satisfy the properties 5. In accordance with all the examples and explanations, ASCII
is not a good hash function,
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MD5

The MD5 message-digest algorithm is a widely used hash function producing a 128-bit hash
value.[7] Although MD5 was initially designed to be used as a cryptography hash function,
it has been found to suffer from extensive vulnerabilities. It can still be used as a checksum
to verify data integrity, but only against unintentional corruption. It remains suitable for
other non-cryptography purposes, for example for determining the partition for a particular
key in a partitioned database. Logical function used in MD5. Here is the algorithm of MD5.
Where ⊕ ,∧ ,∨ ,¬ denote the XOR, AND, OR and NOT operations respectively. There are
three steps of MD5.

1. Appending Padding Bits

First of all. Appending padding bits basically is to ‘package’ the message to the same
length. For example, no matter what the length of the message is. We always to find
the remainder of the message length divide by 512, if the reminder is not equal to 448,
then we need to padding bits to equal 448. Second, we are going to find the plain text
which is to calculate the message modulo 264 , the plain text well be 64 bits. After we
finish two steps, we will get the ‘package’ message which length L = 512 · N where N
is infinite positive integer.
2. Process each blocks
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MD5 (2020)

Where Mi is plain text, Ki is constant, each constant will be different, F is functions
3. Output
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Output of MD5 (2019)

MD5 should be satisfy all the properties. From the output, We know that ‘2’ is a short
input, ‘1doyouknowwhomybestfriendis?2’ is a long input. Compare to those two inputs, we
know that no matter how long the input is, the output will always be a fixed size and the
output is totally different between those two example. Also, I change a letter from ‘n’ to ‘m’,
form the output we know that even I make a small change of the input, the output will be
totally different. MD5 was a good cryptography hash function. But it was broken recently,
someone made a collision attack to find the input from the output. It is not safe anymore.
SHA256 is new cryptography hash function use in Bitcoin, it is much more stronger than
MD5. It is very safe because no one break it yet.
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